
Response to Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs request for legislative 
proposals to increase economic growth 

Summary 

We commend the Committee’s interest in proposals to increase economic growth. We propose that the 
Committee support forthcoming legislation to be introduced by Senators Jack Reed (D-RI) and Roy Blunt 
(R-MO) to strengthen and expand HUD’s Family Self-Sufficiency (FSS) Program, which promotes 
employment and savings for families who receive federal housing assistance. (A draft of the bill, 
provided by Senator Reed’s office, is attached. Senator Blunt has agreed to co-sponsor legislation 
consistent with this draft bill.) The bill would make four key changes: 

1. Expand eligibility for FSS to residents of privately-owned properties receiving Project-based
Rental Assistance (PBRA);

2. Spur innovation in the FSS program by allowing HUD to set aside 5% of the funding made
available for program coordinator costs to expand FSS programs with strong outcomes and
innovative program design and partnership models;

3. Improve the program’s efficiency and impact by streamlining the program’s administration and
implementing performance based funding metrics; and

4. Increase substantially the number of families able to participate in FSS through increased
funding for FSS coordinators and allowing private owners to draw on reserve funds.

Congress has included the expansion to privately owned properties and administrative streamlining as 
part of annual appropriations bills.  It is important to make these changes permanent, however, by 
incorporating them in the statute that governs the FSS program, in order to ensure that the policy 
changes will remain in place and to encourage more private owners to initiate FSS programs. 
Congressional action is also needed to achieve the other goals.  

Adopted by Congress as part of the National Affording Housing Act of 1990 (also known as the Cranston-
Gonzalez Act), the FSS program was proposed by HUD during Jack Kemp’s tenure as Secretary and has 
always had strong bipartisan support. FSS has the potential to support hundreds of thousands of low-
income families living in federally subsidized housing to increase their income, reduce their use of public 
assistance, and build savings, thereby enabling these families to move up and out of poverty and 
contribute to economic growth.  

FSS leverages housing assistance as a platform for economic mobility 

The FSS program combines three key components in order to incentivize work and help participants 
build savings: stable affordable housing, one-on-one coaching or case management to help participants 
achieve their employment and financial goals, and an escrow savings account tied to rental payments.  
The escrow account functions as follows: as with all participants in HUD rental assistance programs, the 
rents of FSS participants usually increase as their earnings increase. However, FSS participants who 
increase their earnings are eligible to capture this corresponding increase in rent in an escrow account, 
held by the housing authority or a private owner. FSS participants can use the funds in their escrow 
accounts toward their employment and financial goals – common uses include education, job training, 
or responsible homeownership – if they have met the conditions of graduation. In order to graduate, the 



FSS participant must be employed and have achieved the goals they defined when they enrolled in the 
program, and no one in the household can be receiving temporary cash assistance (Temporary 
Assistance for Needy Families, or TANF). 
 
Impact on economic growth: Studies of FSS indicate a positive impact on household income and 
savings, as well as a strong rate of both voluntary exits from housing assistance and transitions to 
homeownership 
 
By expanding the scope and impact of the FSS program, the Reed-Blunt bill would promote economic 
growth by increasing employment rates, earnings, and savings for HUD-assisted families.  
Studies of the FSS program indicate a positive impact on household earnings and savings, and a strong 
rate of voluntary exits from housing assistance and successful transitions to responsible 
homeownership. A 2011 study of FSS participants by HUD’s Office of Policy Development and Research 
(PD&R) found that program graduates increased their incomes by $13,488 on average over a four-year 
study period – which represents a 17% annual growth rate in household earnings.1 HUD also reports 
that FSS graduates who build savings in their escrow account do so at an average of $6,500 – a 
significant sum for low-income families to invest in asset-building goals. Moreover, 36% of graduates 
have chosen to leave housing assistance within one year of graduation, and 11.76% of graduates have 
gone on to purchase a home.2  
 
Among innovative FSS programs, results are even more significant. Compass Working Capital 
(“Compass”), which has pioneered a new, asset building model for the FSS program, operates several 
high-impact FSS programs in partnership with public housing agencies and private owners around the 
country.3 Compass reports higher enrollment rates compared to traditional FSS programs (Compass 
serves 22% of eligible families in its FSS programs, compared to less than 4% nationally), as well as 
stronger graduation outcomes than traditional FSS programs: 50% of Compass FSS graduates choose to 
exit subsidized housing, 23% of graduates become homeowners, and graduates save an average of 
$8,394 in the FSS escrow account. This bill, by making permanent the extension of FSS eligibility to 
private owners, opens the program to a market of organizations that has the potential to spur further 
innovation by bringing new ideas, practices, and resources to the program’s strong fundamental design, 
thereby driving stronger outcomes for participants.4  

FSS increases ability of housing-assisted consumers to participate in the economy and contribute to 
economic growth 
 
The FSS program significantly improves the ability of participating households to participate in the 
economy by providing a combination of incentives and one-on-one coaching. These provisions in turn 
drive increases in workforce participation, earnings, and savings, as well as improvements across a range 
of financial health metrics – thereby enabling participants to overcome barriers to participation in 
economic life. FSS increases utilization of mainstream banking products and other high quality financial 

                                                           
1 “Housing More People More Effectively Through a Dynamic Housing Policy,” Jeff Lubell, Abt Associates, 
December 2014. 
2 FY2017 Congressional Justification for FSS. 
3 Compass operates FSS programs directly at eight sites in Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut. The 
organization also provides training and technical assistance on FSS to partners in Maine and Mississippi, with 
additional partnerships planned in Illinois, Missouri, and Pennsylvania. 
4 Preservation of Affordable Housing (POAH) and the Caleb Group – the first two organizations to launch FSS 
programs at private properties – have demonstrated strong early outcomes in the first year of operating their 
programs, including enrollment rates at POAH sites that far outpace the national average for FSS. 



products and services, while also reducing the use of check cashing and other negative financial 
products and services.  
 
For example, households enrolled in Compass Working Capital’s FSS program have increased their credit 
scores and reduced collection debt: after two years in a Compass FSS program, 65% of participants 
increased their credit score by an average of 49 points, and 74% of families reduced, or maintained zero, 
collection debt. Improved credit and reduced debt are key factors in households’ ability to access debt 
financing to buy homes or support new business ventures. This translates to more frequent, responsible 
consumer uptake of products and services from local financial institutions in communities where FSS is 
operated, as well as a reduction in the use of predatory financial products or services. For instance, 
Compass reports a 23 point reduction in the percentage of clients who use at least one predatory 
financial product or service after two years in the FSS program.  
 
Finally, credit history can also impact employment and rental opportunities, since employers and 
landlords now often consider credit scores when reviewing applicants. As such, improved credit serves 
as a powerful mobility tool for low-income families by enabling families to move to higher opportunity 
neighborhoods and expanding the pool of jobs for which they qualify.  
 
Secretary Carson has publicly stated support for the FSS program, and HUD has worked to strengthen 
the program in recent years 
 
During his confirmation hearing process, Secretary Carson stated in Questions for the Record from 
Senator Reed: “I believe strongly in FSS.”5 In recent years, HUD has demonstrated a renewed 
commitment to strengthening the program. For instance, with financial support from national 
philanthropy, HUD convened a national Community of Practice from 2015-2016 to identify best 
practices in the FSS program. Based on input from these experienced FSS practitioners and a review of 
available evidence from FSS and related fields, HUD has developed a new written guidebook on 
promising practices for FSS and an online training to help local FSS programs strengthen their practices. 
These materials are expected to be available shortly. 
 
HUD has also taken a number of steps to strengthen the FSS program and FSS reporting in response to a 
report published by GAO in 2013, calling for improvements to data collected on self-sufficiency 
programs. These steps include: (a) the development of new procedures that will improve the accuracy of 
HUD’s electronic records on FSS and (b) the development of a performance measurement system to rate 
the performance of FSS programs. Based on HUD’s progress in these areas, GAO has closed its findings 
on FSS and marked the recommendations as implemented.6 Furthermore, PD&R is also evaluating 
various program models “to support the FSS program through the period of the study with the 
commitment of modifying the program to support further evidence-based outcomes as they are 
identified.”7  
  

                                                           
5 “Questions for Dr. Benjamin Carson, Secretary-Designate, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
from Senator Reed,” page 3. 
6 See http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-13-581#summary_recommend for more information on GAO’s findings 
and HUD’s response. 
7 FY2017 Congressional Justification for FSS. 

http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-13-581#summary_recommend


Reed-Blunt legislation would support broader adoption of the FSS program by public housing agencies 
(PHAs) and private owners, increase the program’s impact, spur innovation, and encourage more 
data-driven approaches to operating the program 
 
Despite documented successes of the program, FSS is utilized by only a fraction of the households 
nationwide who receive federal housing assistance. There are an estimated 2 million households who 
receive HUD housing assistance that could be expected to work, because the head of household is 
working age and does not have a documented disability.8 However, only about 72,000 households 
participated in the FSS program in the most recent year reported by HUD, a participation rate of less 
than 4%.  
 
The Reed-Blunt bill will expand the scope and impact of the FSS program by extending permanent 
authority to private owners, investing in innovative and data driven models, and strengthening and 
streamlining the administration of the FSS program. Expanding the scope and impact of the FSS program 
would help bring a greater share of these 2 million households into the economic mainstream. A 
stronger FSS program also has the potential to create greater turnover among residents of subsidized 
housing and free up scarce housing assistance for other families in need. 
 
Key provisions of the legislation 
 
1. Expand to Project-Based Rental Assistance (PBRA): The bill makes permanent the expansion of FSS 
eligibility to households receiving Section 8 Project-based Rental Assistance if owners opt to offer the 
program. PBRA serves somewhat similar populations to public housing and vouchers, but a smaller share 
of the non-elderly, non-disabled households receiving PBRA report earnings than in the PHA-
administered programs.9 But until recently, residents were not able to enroll in FSS. The expansion of 
FSS to PBRA has been included in recent appropriations bills, but it also needs permanent authorization. 
In August 2016, HUD issued a Notice implementing the appropriations legislation. Owners hesitate to 
start FSS programs if the authority needs to be extended every year in the appropriations bill.10 
Therefore, making the extension permanent could go a long way toward creating the conditions for 
PBRA owners to adopt FSS and raise the funds to fully support the program. This could make the asset-
building benefits of FSS available to many more residents of subsidized housing, and also leverage 
additional investment in the program by PBRA owners. 
 
2. Spur innovation: The bill creates incentives for program administrators to innovate and improve their 
programs by allowing HUD to set aside 5% of the funding made available for FSS coordinators to expand 
FSS programs that are particularly innovative. That could include, but would not be limited to, rewarding 

                                                           
8 “Integrating Asset Building and Financial Capability Strategies into Subsidized Housing Programs: The Family Self-
Sufficiency Program and Beyond,” Compass Working Capital, October 15, 
http://www.compassworkingcapital.org/what-we-are-learning, page 5. People with disabilities who seek to 
participate in the FSS program are eligible to do so. 
9 Barbara Sard, “Most Rental Assistance Recipients Work, Are Elderly, or Have Disabilities,” Center on Budget and 
Policy Priorities, July 18, 2013, http://www.cbpp.org/research/most-rental-assistance-recipients-work-are-elderly-
or-have-disabilities. 
10 To date, there are 49 private projects with plans filed with HUD to institute FSS programs. 39 of those 
developments are former public housing projects that are converting to Section 8 PBRA under the Rental 
Assistance Demonstration. 7 of the 10 remaining projects are owned by Preservation of Affordable Housing 
(POAH), a Boston-based leading private developer and early adopter of FSS. POAH owns properties in Connecticut, 
Florida, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Washington, 
D.C. 



programs that produce stronger participant outcomes, develop strong partnerships to expand services 
available to participants, leverage technology to provide services to hard to reach populations, or 
establish public-private models to leverage local resources in support of a strong FSS program.  
 
3. Improve program efficiency and impact: The bill permanently combines two separate FSS programs 
into one key provision that will make it easier and more efficient for PHAs to operate strong FSS 
programs. Appropriations bills in recent years have fixed this problem on a temporary basis, but the 
underlying authorizing statute needs to be amended to thoroughly integrate public housing agencies’ 
administration of FSS for the families they serve through the public housing and Housing Choice Voucher 
programs. The bill also includes key provisions that will ensure stronger program impact. First, it 
broadens the scope of the supportive services that may be offered to participants, in order to further 
help families improve their economic circumstances and increase earnings, a goal of the program. The 
bill also ensures that all families whose household income is between 50% and 80% AMI are also eligible 
to build savings in the FSS escrow account. In addition, it calls for the development of performance 
based metrics to be integrated into the program’s funding structure.   
 
4. Expand enrollment: The bill would substantially increase the number of families able to participate in 
FSS through increased funding for FSS coordinators, flexibility for private owners to draw on reserve 
funds to support FSS administrative costs, and incentives to attract private financing. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Individuals who work hard to build a stronger future for themselves and their families are the backbone 
of our economy and a critical component of any strategy to foster economic growth. The opportunity to 
build a stronger future – to be able to provide a better life for your children – is also central to the 
American Dream. By leveraging housing as a platform for economic mobility through a stronger and 
more expansive FSS program, we can enable a greater share of families to pursue that dream. And when 
families are able to increase their income, reduce their use of public assistance, enter the economic 
mainstream, and contribute to economic growth, we all stand to benefit. 
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Compass Family Self-Sufficiency (FSS) Program 
in partnership with 


Preservation of Affordable Housing (“POAH”) 
 


Progress Report 
April 2017 


Overview 
Compass Working Capital (“Compass”) is a nonprofit financial services organization that empowers 
families with low income to build assets and financial capabilities as a pathway out of poverty. We operate 
savings and financial coaching programs in Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut, including our 
nationally-recognized asset building and financial capability model for the Family Self-Sufficiency (FSS) 
program. We also currently support partners in Maine and Mississippi to implement the Compass FSS 
model in their local communities, and will onboard additional partners in Illinois, Missouri, and 
Pennsylvania in the coming months. 
 
In 2010, Compass became the first nonprofit organization in the country to launch an asset building and 
financial capability model for the FSS program. The Compass FSS model integrates financial coaching and 
asset building strategies into the traditional FSS model, with the goal of driving stronger outcomes and 
further promoting economic mobility for participating families. The Compass FSS program is currently 
offered through partnerships with public housing agencies and private owners. 
 
In October 2015, Compass partnered with Preservation of Affordable Housing (“POAH”) to pilot the 
extension of the FSS program to private properties. Compass runs FSS using a direct service model at four 
sites within POAH’s portfolio: Bay Meadow Apartments in Springfield, MA; Briston Arms Apartments in 
Cambridge, MA; Heritage Village Apartments in North Kingstown, RI; and Hillside Village Apartments in 
Providence, RI.  


Outreach and Enrollment 
Enrollment outcomes in these FSS programs to date make clear that there is a high level of interest in the 
FSS program across these properties, and suggest that other private owners would see similar strong 
uptake of the program if they were to offer it to their residents. We currently serve 31% of eligible 
households across the four POAH properties, which is more than six times the national average for FSS 
enrollment. See Table 1 for more details.  


Table 1: FSS Enrollment Totals 


Property Units 
Eligible 


Households1 
Current 


Enrollment 
Enrollment 


Rate % 


TOTAL ACROSS ALL 
FOUR PROPERTIES 


548 307 94 31% 


 
Compass coaches have developed, tested and implemented innovative outreach strategies based on the 
differing characteristics of each POAH site. Property staff continue to be the most important asset to 


                                                 
1 Defined as households that could be expected to work, because the head of household is working age and does not 


have a documented disability. People who are beyond working age and/or have a documented disability who seek to 


participate in the FSS program are able to do so. 
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successful outreach campaigns. Outreach efforts include referrals from property management, resident 
services and maintenance staff, use of marketing materials at move-in and annual recertification, 
targeting eligible residents at interim recertification, and monthly site-specific outreach strategies. POAH 
has hit record enrollment numbers in the first year of the pilot. Total enrollment is well above Compass’s 
average FSS enrollment rate of 22%. Hillside Village currently serves 65% of eligible households (see 
definition in Table 1), which we believe to be among the highest enrollment rates for FSS in the country.  


Savings Goals 
According to surveys taken at intake, the top financial goal articulated by clients were as follows:  
 


 Bay Meadows: Homeownership (38%) 


 Briston Arms: Education savings for children (29%) 


 Heritage Village: Homeownership (55%) 


 Hillside Village:  Homeownership (55%)  
 
Compass financial coaches are building referral partnerships with local, reputable organizations that 
provide services such as first-time homebuyer classes, 529 college savings accounts, and additional asset 
building incentives such as Individual Development Accounts.  


Escrow 
POAH provides monthly escrow balances to Compass, which are given to residents at each required 
appointment. During participation in FSS, Compass allows for interim disbursements from the account for 
limited reasons. Some POAH clients started escrowing as early as February 2016 and the number of clients 
escrowing has grown rapidly. 43% of participating households have funds saved in their escrow accounts.  


Conclusion 
We are thrilled with the success and learning of our FSS partnership in its first year. Compass values 
POAH’s dedication to helping families succeed and is excited by the progress that clients are making on 
the ground through coaching and the escrow account. Participation rates and early-stage outcomes of the 
program demonstrate the potential for private owners to effectively utilize FSS in order to support their 
residents to leverage housing as a platform for economic mobility. We hope that POAH’s documented 
success with FSS to date will encourage other private owners to launch their own FSS programs. Compass 
looks forward to further strengthening our partnership, supporting the expansion of FSS to other sites and 
working together to deliver positive outcomes for the families in our program. 








MIR17291 S.L.C. 


115TH CONGRESS 
1ST SESSION S. ll 


To promote the development of local strategies to coordinate use of assistance 


under sections 8 and 9 of the United States Housing Act of 1937 


with public and private resources, to enable eligible families to achieve 


economic independence and self-sufficiency, and for other purposes. 


IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 


llllllllll 


Mr. REED introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to 


the Committee on llllllllll 


A BILL 
To promote the development of local strategies to coordinate 


use of assistance under sections 8 and 9 of the United 


States Housing Act of 1937 with public and private 


resources, to enable eligible families to achieve economic 


independence and self-sufficiency, and for other purposes. 


Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-1


tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 2


SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE. 3


This Act may be cited as the ‘‘Family Self-Sufficiency 4


Act’’. 5
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SEC. 2. FAMILY SELF-SUFFICIENCY PROGRAM. 1


(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 23 of the United States 2


Housing Act of 1937 (42 U.S.C. 1437u) is amended— 3


(1) in subsection (a)— 4


(A) by striking ‘‘public housing and’’; and 5


(B) by striking ‘‘the certificate and vouch-6


er programs under section 8’’ and inserting 7


‘‘sections 8 and 9’’; 8


(2) by amending subsection (b) to read as fol-9


lows: 10


‘‘(b) CONTINUATION OF PRIOR REQUIRED PRO-11


GRAMS.— 12


‘‘(1) IN GENERAL.—Each public housing agen-13


cy that was required to administer a local Family 14


Self-Sufficiency program on the date of enactment of 15


the Family Self-Sufficiency Act, shall operate such 16


local program for, at a minimum, the number of 17


families the agency was required to serve on the date 18


of enactment of such Act, subject only to the avail-19


ability under appropriations Acts of sufficient 20


amounts for housing assistance and the require-21


ments of paragraph (2). 22


‘‘(2) REDUCTION.—The number of families for 23


which a public housing agency is required to operate 24


such local program under paragraph (1) shall be de-25


creased by 1 for each family from any supported 26
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rental housing program administered by such agency 1


that, after October 21, 1998, fulfills its obligations 2


under the contract of participation. 3


‘‘(3) EXCEPTION.—The Secretary shall not re-4


quire a public housing agency to carry out a manda-5


tory program for a period of time upon the request 6


of the public housing agency and upon a determina-7


tion by the Secretary that implementation is not fea-8


sible because of local circumstances, which may in-9


clude— 10


‘‘(A) lack of supportive services accessible 11


to eligible families, which shall include insuffi-12


cient availability of resources for programs 13


under title I of the Workforce Investment Act 14


of 1998 (29 U.S.C. 2801 et seq.); 15


‘‘(B) lack of funding for reasonable admin-16


istrative costs; 17


‘‘(C) lack of cooperation by other units of 18


State or local government; or 19


‘‘(D) any other circumstances that the Sec-20


retary may consider appropriate.’’; 21


(3) by striking subsection (i); 22


(4) by redesignating subsections (c), (d), (e), 23


(f), (g), and (h) as subsections (d), (e), (f), (g), (h), 24


and (i) respectively; 25
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(5) by inserting after subsection (b), as amend-1


ed, the following: 2


‘‘(c) ELIGIBILITY.— 3


‘‘(1) ELIGIBLE FAMILIES.—A family is eligible 4


to participate in a local Family Self-Sufficiency pro-5


gram under this section if— 6


‘‘(A) at least 1 household member seeks to 7


become and remain employed in suitable em-8


ployment or to increase earnings; and 9


‘‘(B) the household member receives direct 10


assistance under section 8 or resides in a unit 11


assisted under section 8 or 9. 12


‘‘(2) ELIGIBLE ENTITIES.—The following enti-13


ties are eligible to administer a local Family Self- 14


Sufficiency program under this section: 15


‘‘(A) A public housing agency admin-16


istering housing assistance to or on behalf of an 17


eligible family under section 8 or 9. 18


‘‘(B) The owner or sponsor of a multi-19


family property receiving project-based rental 20


assistance under section 8, in accordance with 21


the requirements under subsection (l).’’; 22


(6) in subsection (d), as so redesignated— 23


(A) in paragraph (1)— 24
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(i) by striking ‘‘public housing agen-1


cy’’ the first time it appears and inserting 2


‘‘eligible entity’’; 3


(ii) in the first sentence, by striking 4


‘‘each leaseholder receiving assistance 5


under the certificate and voucher programs 6


of the public housing agency under section 7


8 or residing in public housing adminis-8


tered by the agency’’ and inserting ‘‘a 9


household member of an eligible family’’; 10


and 11


(iii) by striking the third sentence and 12


inserting the following: ‘‘Housing assist-13


ance may not be terminated as a con-14


sequence of either successful completion of 15


the contract of participation or failure to 16


complete such contract. A contract of par-17


ticipation shall remain in effect until the 18


participating family exits the Family Self- 19


Sufficiency program upon successful grad-20


uation or expiration of the contract of par-21


ticipation, or for other good cause.’’; 22


(B) in paragraph (2)— 23


(i) in the matter preceding subpara-24


graph (A)— 25
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(I) in the first sentence— 1


(aa) by striking ‘‘A local 2


program under this section’’ and 3


inserting ‘‘An eligible entity’’; 4


(bb) by striking ‘‘provide’’ 5


and inserting ‘‘coordinate’’; and 6


(cc) by striking ‘‘to’’ and in-7


serting ‘‘for’’; and 8


(II) in the second sentence— 9


(aa) by striking ‘‘provided 10


during’’ and inserting ‘‘coordi-11


nated for’’; 12


(bb) by striking ‘‘under sec-13


tion 8 or residing in public hous-14


ing’’ and inserting ‘‘pursuant to 15


section 8 or 9 and for the dura-16


tion of the contract of participa-17


tion’’; and 18


(cc) by inserting ‘‘, but are 19


not limited to’’ after ‘‘may in-20


clude’’; 21


(ii) in subparagraph (D), by inserting 22


‘‘or attainment of a high school equiva-23


lency certificate’’ after ‘‘high school’’; 24


(iii) by striking subparagraph (G); 25
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(iv) by redesignating subparagraphs 1


(E), (F), and (J) as subparagraphs (F), 2


(G), and (K) respectively; 3


(v) by inserting after subparagraph 4


(D) the following: 5


‘‘(E) education in pursuit of a post-sec-6


ondary degree or certification;’’; 7


(vi) in subparagraph (H), by inserting 8


‘‘financial literacy, such as training in fi-9


nancial management, financial coaching, 10


and asset building, and’’ after ‘‘training 11


in’’; 12


(vii) in subparagraph (I), by striking 13


‘‘and’’ at the end; and 14


(viii) by inserting after subparagraph 15


(I) the following: 16


‘‘(J) homeownership education and assist-17


ance; and’’; and 18


(C) in paragraph (3)— 19


(i) in the first sentence, by inserting 20


‘‘the first recertification of income after’’ 21


after ‘‘not later than 5 years after’’; and 22


(ii) in the second sentence— 23
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(I) by striking ‘‘public housing 1


agency’’ and inserting ‘‘eligible enti-2


ty’’; and 3


(II) by striking ‘‘of the agency’’; 4


(D) by amending paragraph (4) to read as 5


follows: 6


‘‘(4) EMPLOYMENT.—The contract of participa-7


tion shall require 1 household member of the partici-8


pating family to seek and maintain suitable employ-9


ment.’’; and 10


(E) by adding at the end the following: 11


‘‘(5) NONPARTICIPATION.—Assistance under 12


section 8 or 9 for a family that elects not to partici-13


pate in a Family Self-Sufficiency program shall not 14


be delayed by reason of such election.’’; 15


(7) in subsection (e), as so redesignated— 16


(A) in paragraph (1), by striking ‘‘whose 17


monthly adjusted income does not exceed 50 18


percent’’ and all that follows through the period 19


at the end of the third sentence and inserting 20


‘‘shall be calculated under the rental provisions 21


of section 3 or section 8(o), as applicable.’’; 22


(B) in paragraph (2)— 23


(i) by striking the first sentence and 24


inserting the following: ‘‘For each partici-25
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pating family, an amount equal to any in-1


crease in the amount of rent paid by the 2


family in accordance with the provisions of 3


section 3 or 8(o), as applicable, that is at-4


tributable to increases in earned income by 5


the participating family, shall be placed in 6


an interest-bearing escrow account estab-7


lished by the eligible entity on behalf of the 8


participating family. Notwithstanding any 9


other provision of law, an eligible entity 10


may use funds it controls under section 8 11


or 9 for purposes of making the escrow de-12


posit for participating families assisted 13


under, or residing in units assisted under, 14


section 8 or 9, respectively, provided such 15


funds are offset by the increase in the 16


amount of rent paid by the participating 17


family.’’; 18


(ii) by striking the second sentence 19


and inserting the following: ‘‘All Family 20


Self-Sufficiency programs administered 21


under this section shall include an escrow 22


account.’’; 23
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(iii) in the fourth sentence, by striking 1


‘‘subsection (c)’’ and inserting ‘‘subsection 2


(d)’’; and 3


(iv) in the last sentence— 4


(I) by striking ‘‘A public housing 5


agency’’ and inserting ‘‘An eligible en-6


tity’’; and 7


(II) by striking ‘‘the public hous-8


ing agency’’ and inserting ‘‘such eligi-9


ble entity’’; and 10


(C) by amending paragraph (3) to read as 11


follows: 12


‘‘(3) FORFEITED ESCROW.—Any amount placed 13


in an escrow account established by an eligible entity 14


for a participating family as required under para-15


graph (2), that exists after the end of a contract of 16


participation by a household member of a partici-17


pating family that does not qualify to receive the es-18


crow, shall be distributed at the moment of disquali-19


fication to the escrow accounts of participating fami-20


lies.’’; 21


(8) in subsection (f), as so redesignated, by 22


striking ‘‘, unless the income of the family equals or 23


exceeds 80 percent of the median income of the area 24
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(as determined by the Secretary with adjustments 1


for smaller and larger families)’’; 2


(9) in subsection (g), as so redesignated— 3


(A) in paragraph (1)— 4


(i) by striking ‘‘public housing agen-5


cy’’ and inserting ‘‘eligible entity’’; 6


(ii) by striking ‘‘the public housing 7


agency’’ and inserting ‘‘such eligible enti-8


ty’’; and 9


(iii) by striking ‘‘subsection (g)’’ and 10


inserting ‘‘subsection (h)’’; and 11


(B) in paragraph (2)— 12


(i) by striking ‘‘public housing agen-13


cy’’ and inserting ‘‘eligible entity’’ each 14


place that term appears; 15


(ii) by striking ‘‘or the Job Opportu-16


nities and Basic Skills Training Program 17


under part F of title IV of the Social Secu-18


rity Act’’; 19


(iii) by inserting ‘‘primary, secondary, 20


and post-secondary’’ after ‘‘public and pri-21


vate’’; and 22


(iv) in the second sentence, by insert-23


ing ‘‘and tenants served by the program’’ 24
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after ‘‘the unit of general local govern-1


ment’’; 2


(10) in subsection (h), as so redesignated— 3


(A) in paragraph (1)— 4


(i) by striking ‘‘public housing agen-5


cy’’ and inserting ‘‘eligible entity’’; 6


(ii) by striking ‘‘participating in the’’ 7


and inserting ‘‘carrying out a’’; and 8


(iii) by striking ‘‘to the Secretary’’; 9


(B) in paragraph (2)— 10


(i) by striking ‘‘public housing agen-11


cy’’ and inserting ‘‘eligible entity’’; 12


(ii) by striking ‘‘subsection (f)’’ and 13


inserting ‘‘subsection (g)’’; 14


(iii) by striking ‘‘residents of the pub-15


lic housing’’ and inserting ‘‘the current 16


and prospective participants of the pro-17


gram’’; and 18


(iv) by striking ‘‘or the Job Opportu-19


nities and Basic Skills Training Program 20


under part F of title IV of the Social Secu-21


rity Act’’; and 22


(C) in paragraph (3)— 23


(i) in subparagraph (C)— 24
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(I) by striking ‘‘subsection 1


(c)(2)’’ and inserting ‘‘subsection 2


(d)(2)’’; 3


(II) by striking ‘‘provided to’’ 4


and inserting ‘‘coordinated on behalf 5


of participating’’; 6


(III) by inserting ‘‘direct’’ before 7


‘‘assistance’’; and 8


(IV) by striking ‘‘the section 8 9


and public housing programs’’ and in-10


serting ‘‘sections 8 and 9’’; 11


(ii) in subparagraph (D)— 12


(I) by striking ‘‘subsection (d)’’ 13


and inserting ‘‘subsection (e)’’; and 14


(II) by striking ‘‘public housing 15


agency’’ and inserting ‘‘eligible enti-16


ty’’; 17


(iii) in subparagraph (E), by striking 18


‘‘deliver’’ and inserting ‘‘coordinate’’; 19


(iv) in subparagraph (H), by striking 20


‘‘the Job Opportunities and Basic Skills 21


Training Program under part F of title IV 22


of the Social Security Act and’’; and 23


(v) in subparagraph (I), by striking 24


‘‘public housing or section 8 assistance’’ 25
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and inserting ‘‘assistance under section 8 1


or 9’’; 2


(11) by amending subsection (i), as so redesig-3


nated, to read as follows: 4


‘‘(i) FAMILY SELF-SUFFICIENCY AWARDS.— 5


‘‘(1) IN GENERAL.—Subject to appropriations, 6


the Secretary shall establish a formula by which an-7


nual funds will be awarded or as otherwise deter-8


mined by the Secretary for the costs incurred by an 9


eligible entity in administering the self-sufficiency 10


program under this section. 11


‘‘(2) ELIGIBILITY FOR AWARDS.—The award 12


established under paragraph (1) shall provide fund-13


ing for family self-sufficiency coordinators as follows: 14


‘‘(A) BASE AWARD.—An eligible entity 15


serving 25 or more participants in the Family 16


Self-Sufficiency program under this section is 17


eligible to receive an award equal to the costs, 18


as determined by the Secretary, of 1 full-time 19


family self-sufficiency coordinator position. The 20


Secretary may, by regulation or notice, deter-21


mine the policy concerning the award for an eli-22


gible entity serving fewer than 25 such partici-23


pants, including providing prorated awards or 24


allowing such entities to combine their pro-25
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grams under this section for purposes of em-1


ploying a coordinator. 2


‘‘(B) ADDITIONAL AWARD.—An eligible en-3


tity that meets performance standards set by 4


the Secretary is eligible to receive an additional 5


award sufficient to cover the costs of filling an 6


additional family self-sufficiency coordinator po-7


sition if such entity has 75 or more partici-8


pating families, and an additional coordinator 9


for each additional 50 participating families, or 10


such other ratio as may be established by the 11


Secretary based on the award allocation evalua-12


tion under subparagraph (E). 13


‘‘(C) STATE AND REGIONAL AGENCIES.— 14


For purposes of calculating the award under 15


this paragraph, each administratively distinct 16


part of a State or regional eligible entity may 17


be treated as a separate agency. 18


‘‘(D) DETERMINATION OF NUMBER OF CO-19


ORDINATORS.—In determining whether an eligi-20


ble entity meets a specific threshold for funding 21


pursuant to this paragraph, the Secretary shall 22


consider the number of participants enrolled by 23


the eligible entity in its Family Self-Sufficiency 24
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program as well as other criteria determined by 1


the Secretary. 2


‘‘(E) AWARD ALLOCATION EVALUATION.— 3


The Secretary shall submit to Congress a report 4


evaluating the award allocation under this sub-5


section, and make recommendations based on 6


this evaluation and other related findings to 7


modify such allocation, within 4 years after the 8


date of enactment of the Family Self-Suffi-9


ciency Act, and not less frequently than every 10


4 years thereafter. The report requirement 11


under this subparagraph shall terminate after 12


the Secretary has submitted 2 such reports to 13


Congress. 14


‘‘(3) RENEWALS AND ALLOCATION.— 15


‘‘(A) IN GENERAL.—Funds allocated by 16


the Secretary under this subsection shall be al-17


located in the following order of priority: 18


‘‘(i) FIRST PRIORITY.—Renewal of the 19


full cost of all coordinators in the previous 20


year at each eligible entity with an existing 21


Family Self-Sufficiency program that 22


meets applicable performance standards 23


set by the Secretary. 24
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‘‘(ii) SECOND PRIORITY.—New or in-1


cremental coordinator funding authorized 2


under this section. 3


‘‘(B) GUIDANCE.—If the first priority, as 4


described in subparagraph (A)(i), cannot be 5


fully satisfied, the Secretary may prorate the 6


funding for each eligible entity, as long as— 7


‘‘(i) each eligible entity that has re-8


ceived funding for at least 1 part-time co-9


ordinator in the prior fiscal year is pro-10


vided sufficient funding for at least 1 part- 11


time coordinator as part of any such pro-12


ration; and 13


‘‘(ii) each eligible entity that has re-14


ceived funding for at least 1 full-time coor-15


dinator in the prior fiscal year is provided 16


sufficient funding for at least 1 full-time 17


coordinator as part of any such proration. 18


‘‘(4) RECAPTURE OR OFFSET.—Any awards al-19


located under this subsection by the Secretary in a 20


fiscal year that have not been spent by the end of 21


the subsequent fiscal year or such other time period 22


as determined by the Secretary may be recaptured 23


by the Secretary and shall be available for providing 24


additional awards pursuant to paragraph (2)(B), or 25
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may be offset as determined by the Secretary. Funds 1


appropriated pursuant to this section shall remain 2


available for 3 years in order to facilitate the re-use 3


of any recaptured funds for this purpose. 4


‘‘(5) PERFORMANCE REPORTING.—Programs 5


under this section shall be required to report the 6


number of families enrolled and graduated, the num-7


ber of established escrow accounts and positive es-8


crow balances, and any other information that the 9


Secretary may require. Program performance shall 10


be reviewed periodically as determined by the Sec-11


retary. 12


‘‘(6) INCENTIVES FOR INNOVATION AND HIGH 13


PERFORMANCE.—The Secretary may reserve up to 5 14


percent of the amounts made available under this 15


subsection to provide support to or reward Family 16


Self-Sufficiency programs based on the rate of suc-17


cessful completion, increased earned income, or 18


other factors as may be established by the Sec-19


retary.’’; 20


(12) in subsection (j)— 21


(A) by striking ‘‘public housing agency’’ 22


and inserting ‘‘eligible entity’’; 23


(B) by striking ‘‘public housing’’ before 24


‘‘units’’; 25
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(C) by striking ‘‘in public housing projects 1


administered by the agency’’; 2


(D) by inserting ‘‘or coordination’’ after 3


‘‘provision’’; and 4


(E) by striking the last sentence; 5


(13) in subsection (k), by striking ‘‘public hous-6


ing agencies’’ and inserting ‘‘eligible entities’’; 7


(14) by striking subsection (n); 8


(15) by striking subsection (o); 9


(16) by redesignating subsections (l) and (m) as 10


subsections (m) and (n), respectively; 11


(17) by inserting after subsection (k) the fol-12


lowing: 13


‘‘(l) PROGRAMS FOR TENANTS IN PRIVATELY- 14


OWNED PROPERTIES WITH PROJECT-BASED ASSIST-15


ANCE.— 16


‘‘(1) VOLUNTARY AVAILABILITY OF FSS PRO-17


GRAM.—The owner of a privately-owned property 18


may voluntarily make a Family Self-Sufficiency pro-19


gram available to the tenants of such property in ac-20


cordance with procedures established by the Sec-21


retary. Such procedures shall permit the owner to 22


enter into a cooperative agreement with a local pub-23


lic housing agency that administers a Family Self- 24


Sufficiency program or, at the owner’s option, oper-25
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ate a Family Self-Sufficiency program on its own or 1


in partnership with another owner. An owner, who 2


voluntarily makes a Family Self-Sufficiency program 3


available pursuant to this subsection, may access 4


funding from any residual receipt accounts for the 5


property to hire a family self-sufficiency coordinator 6


or coordinators for their program. 7


‘‘(2) COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT.—Any coopera-8


tive agreement entered into pursuant to paragraph 9


(1) shall require the public housing agency to open 10


its Family Self-Sufficiency program waiting list to 11


any eligible family residing in the owner’s property 12


who resides in a unit assisted under project-based 13


rental assistance. 14


‘‘(3) TREATMENT OF FAMILIES ASSISTED 15


UNDER THIS SUBSECTION.—A public housing agency 16


that enters into a cooperative agreement pursuant to 17


paragraph (1) may count any family participating in 18


its Family Self-Sufficiency program as a result of 19


such agreement as part of the calculation of the 20


award under subsection (i). 21


‘‘(4) ESCROW.— 22


‘‘(A) COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT.—A coop-23


erative agreement entered into pursuant to 24


paragraph (1) shall provide for the calculation 25
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and tracking of the escrow for participating 1


residents and for the owner to make available, 2


upon request of the public housing agency, es-3


crow for participating residents, in accordance 4


with paragraphs (2) and (3) of subsection (e), 5


residing in units assisted under section 8. 6


‘‘(B) CALCULATION AND TRACKING BY 7


OWNER.—The owner of a privately-owned prop-8


erty who voluntarily makes a Family Self-Suffi-9


ciency program available pursuant to paragraph 10


(1) shall calculate and track the escrow for par-11


ticipating residents and make escrow for par-12


ticipating residents available in accordance with 13


paragraphs (2) and (3) of subsection (e). 14


‘‘(5) EXCEPTION.—This subsection shall not 15


apply to properties assisted under section 8(o)(13). 16


‘‘(6) SUSPENSION OF ENROLLMENT.—In any 17


year, the Secretary may suspend the enrollment of 18


new families in Family Self-Sufficiency programs 19


under this subsection based on a determination that 20


insufficient funding is available for this purpose.’’; 21


(18) in subsection (m), as so redesignated— 22


(A) in paragraph (1)— 23
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(i) in the first sentence, by striking 1


‘‘Each public housing agency’’ and insert-2


ing ‘‘Each eligible entity’’; 3


(ii) in the second sentence, by striking 4


‘‘The report shall include’’ and inserting 5


‘‘The contents of the report shall include’’; 6


and 7


(iii) in subparagraph (D)— 8


(I) by striking ‘‘public housing 9


agency’’ and inserting ‘‘eligible enti-10


ty’’; and 11


(II) by striking ‘‘local’’; and 12


(B) in paragraph (2), by inserting ‘‘and 13


describing any additional research needs of the 14


Secretary to evaluate the effectiveness of the 15


program’’ after ‘‘under paragraph (1)’’; 16


(19) in subsection (n), as so redesignated, by 17


striking ‘‘may’’ and inserting ‘‘shall’’; and 18


(20) by adding at the end the following: 19


‘‘(o) DEFINITIONS.—In this section: 20


‘‘(1) ELIGIBLE ENTITY.—The term ‘eligible en-21


tity’ means an entity that meets the requirements 22


under subsection (c)(2) to administer a Family Self- 23


Sufficiency program under this section. 24
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‘‘(2) ELIGIBLE FAMILY.—The term ‘eligible 1


family’ means a family that meets the requirements 2


under subsection (c)(1) to participate in the Family 3


Self-Sufficiency program under this section. 4


‘‘(3) PARTICIPATING FAMILY.—The term ‘par-5


ticipating family’ means an eligible family that is 6


participating in the Family Self-Sufficiency program 7


under this section.’’. 8


(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—This Act, and any amend-9


ments made by this Act, shall take effect on the date on 10


which the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development 11


publishes in the Federal Register a notice to implement 12


those amendments. The notice shall be published not later 13


than 180 days after the date of enactment of this Act. 14


SEC. 3. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS. 15


There are authorized to be appropriated to carry out 16


the amendments made by this Act $100,000,000 for each 17


of fiscal years 2018 through 2022. 18





